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“The more you read, the more things 
you will know.  The more that you 
learn, the more places you’ll go.”

-Dr. Seuss



Shared ReadingShared Reading
Shared reading between a parent and child 

can yield a number of positive results:
• Children learn how language sounds.
• Children learn new words and concepts.
• Children learn how to hold books and to 

read from left to right.



Shared ReadingShared Reading
• Children have a chance to express 

ideas when books are discussed.
• Pictures offer opportunities to name 

people, places and other things.
• Shared reading is the best way to 

prepare children for learning to read 
and keep them reading as they grow.



Read Aloud So Preschoolers CanRead Aloud So Preschoolers Can……
• Associate reading with 

warm feelings, learn 
more words/language, 
and expand their 
listening skills.

• Pay attention to the 
language of books and 
begin to notice how it is 
different from spoken 
language.



Read Aloud So Preschoolers CanRead Aloud So Preschoolers Can……

• Listen to the sounds in 
words and notice how 
some are the same 
and some are 
different.

• Build their vocabulary 
with words they 
understand and can 
use.



Read Aloud So Preschoolers CanRead Aloud So Preschoolers Can……
• Gain background knowledge 

about a variety of topics.
• Talk about the characters, 

settings, and plot and relate 
them to their own lives.

• Learn more about print 
concepts, such as reading left 
to right and that words are 
made up of capital and 
lowercase letters.



What Shared Reading What Shared Reading 
Can Do For Your ChildrenCan Do For Your Children

• Increases enjoyment of 
reading and improved 
literacy skills

• Improves test results
• Improves school 

attendance and behavior
• Improves quality of later 

relationships
• Improves mental health
• Increases self-esteem



What Shared Reading What Shared Reading 
Can Do For YouCan Do For You

• Improves relationship with your child
• Improves confidence in your ability to 

support your child
• Provides opportunities to take part in 

organized school activities and for new 
friendships with other parents

School activities can provide a neutral place 
where you can participate in enjoyable, 
focused activities (particularly useful if you 
don’t live with your child.)



Becoming a reader involves the Becoming a reader involves the 
development of important skills:development of important skills:

UsingUsing language in conversationlanguage in conversation
ListeningListening and responding to stories that   and responding to stories that   

are read out loudare read out loud
RecognizingRecognizing and naming the letters of the and naming the letters of the 

alphabetalphabet
ListeningListening to the sounds of languageto the sounds of language
ConnectingConnecting sounds to letters to figure out sounds to letters to figure out 

the the ““codecode”” of readingof reading
ReadingReading often, so that recognizing words often, so that recognizing words 

becomes easy and automaticbecomes easy and automatic
LearningLearning and using new wordsand using new words
UnderstandingUnderstanding what is being readwhat is being read



When to readWhen to read
••Start reading right fromStart reading right from
the cradle.the cradle.
••Continue reading even after yourContinue reading even after your
children learn to read.children learn to read.
••Set aside a special time each day. Set aside a special time each day. 
••Start with 10 minutes, work up to 30. Start with 10 minutes, work up to 30. 
••DonDon’’t get discouraged if you miss a day, just t get discouraged if you miss a day, just 
read to your child as much as you can.read to your child as much as you can.
••Be aware of your childBe aware of your child’’s reactions. Stop s reactions. Stop 
reading if they are restless. Save it for another reading if they are restless. Save it for another 
time or day.time or day.



Before reading Before reading ……..
• Preview the book you want to 

read before you read it. This 
can help you spot areas that 
you may want to shorten, 
take out, or expand upon.

• Think about your child and 
what you want them to get 
out of the story.

• Make sure everyone is 
comfortable.



••sitting outside under a shady treesitting outside under a shady tree
••reading at a nearby parkreading at a nearby park
•• tossing a sheet over a tossing a sheet over a 
clothesline or table to create a clothesline or table to create a 
““reading hideawayreading hideaway””
••spreading a blanket on the floor spreading a blanket on the floor 
for an indoor for an indoor ““readingreading”” picnic! picnic! 
••keeping a book in your glove keeping a book in your glove 
compartment for long car trips or compartment for long car trips or 
traffic jams. traffic jams. 
••using your imagination to find using your imagination to find 
creative and fun places to read!creative and fun places to read!

In addition to the usual places to read, In addition to the usual places to read, 
such as your childsuch as your child’’s bed, a comfy s bed, a comfy 
armchair, or the couch, consider:armchair, or the couch, consider:



Preview the storyPreview the story
• Show your child the cover and read 

them the title and the author.
• Ask your child about the cover, 

suggest what to watch/listen for.
• Flip through the book, looking at the 

pictures and make predictions about 
what’s going to happen in the story.

• Ask your child what they think the 
story will be about and where they 
think it takes place.



During the storyDuring the story
• Move your finger under the words as you read.
• Change your voice to fit the mood and action 

in the story.
• Show your child the pictures and talk about 

them as you read.
• Add information or change words to make the 

story more accessible to your child. Explain 
the meaning of new words.

• Share your own thoughts about the story
• Allow your child to ask questions and make 

predictions.



After the storyAfter the story
• Have your child describe a              

character in the story or how                 
they might feel if they were                    
that character.

• Ask your child questions about the story:
– Where did it take place?
– Who was the most important character? Why?
– What was the problem? How was it solved?
– How did the story make you feel?
– Did the pictures help tell the story?
– Has anything in the story happened to you?

• Follow up with an activity or a related book.



Repeated readingsRepeated readings
• Your child may ask for the same story over 

and over. This may exasperate you, but a 
certain story may be meeting a child’s 
needs at that time. Be patient and continue 
to expose them to a variety of books. 
Eventually, they will be ready for more 
stories.

• As you read, leave more of the “reading” or 
retellings to your child. 
– Give open-ended prompts on each page.
– Give who, what, where, when, why prompts 

about objects in the pictures.
– After several readings, your child will be able to 

tell the story.



What to Read to your childWhat to Read to your child
• Books, magazines, 

newspapers, road signs, 
menus, billboards, cereal 
boxes, and other 
everyday items

• Mother Goose rhymes
• Picture books with clear 

stories and pictures
• Poetry – rhythm and 

rhyme help sustain 
attention



What to Read to your childWhat to Read to your child
• Occasionally, try reading 

stories that are slightly 
beyond your child’s reach. 
If they seem frustrated, put 
them away for another day.

• Be flexible – if your child 
doesn’t seem interested, try 
another book. Ask questions 
to find out what your child 
wants to hear.



What to Read to your childWhat to Read to your child
• Be creative with the stories 

– substitute your child’s 
name with a character in 
the book or make up your 
own stories.

• Vary your selections. Return 
to old favorites and 
introduce to new works.



Choose books preschoolers likeChoose books preschoolers like
Preschoolers feel good about 

their growing skills and 
accomplishments. As they 
learn new concepts and skills, 
read about young children 
with similar experiences.



Choose books preschoolers likeChoose books preschoolers like
Preschoolers have good 

memories! Read them 
stories with simple plots 
they can retell and pattern 
books with repetitive 
phrases. Pause and wait so 
your child can say the 
words that end a rhyme or 
predictable text.



Preschoolers are 
building their 
listening skills and 
attention spans. 
Read longer picture 
books and begin 
chapter books that 
last over several 
sessions.



Preschoolers know a lot 
about their world. 
Read books that let 
them use their 
knowledge to 
understand new 
facts, topics and 
ideas.

Preschoolers are curious! Read 
information books with facts, 
explanations, new places, people 
and things.



Preschoolers have vivid 
imaginations! Read folk 
tales and books with 
animal characters that 
think and talk like people.

Preschoolers are learning 
about the sounds of letters 
and words. Read books 
with rhyme and 
alliteration. 
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